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Decentralized, multi-chain IDO platform that
creates infinite wealth for $WORTH holders.

The Infinite Wealth Generation Protocol



An initial DEX offering, or IDO, is a new and exciting type of decentralized and
permissionless crowdfunding mechanism, which is opening up an innovative way of
fundraising in the crypto space. An IDO refers to a project launching a coin or token
via a decentralized liquidity exchange. This is a type of crypto asset exchange that
depends on liquidity pools where traders can swap tokens, including crypto coins
and stablecoins.

IDOs are generally considered a fair way to launch a new cryptocurrency project by
avoiding pre-mines, which is an issuance system that favors project founders over
community members. Offering better and immediate liquidity at every price level
due to its mechanics, IDOs are an excellent choice for new projects and startups
keen to launch a token and access immediate funds.

Worthpad is a decentralized, muti-chain IDO platform that will generate
unlimited wealth for $WORTH holders. $WORTH is a reflection utility token that
will act as the fuel for powering all the transactions in the Worthpad
ecosystem. 

Worthpad has been designed with an automated liquidity generation smart contract
that will give $WORTH holders an opportunity to earn tokens of IDOs being launched
on the Worthpad platform by staking $WORTH. This minimises the risk of the retail
investors and gives them a huge upside potential. They earn these new tokens
passively without risking their capital. All the heavy lifting is done by the Worthad
ecosystem. 

We are also building many innovative features in the Worthpad platform to prevent
investors from losing their capital. The platform will have risk management features
such as an insurance fund and staggered release of raised capital to projects when
they meet defined milestones. This will ensure that the project owners do not
overspend the capital raised or abandon their projects mid-way.

Introduction



Worthpad platform will comprise of the following building blocks:

$WORTH Token 
$WORTH automates liquidity acquisition for the Liquidity Pool and the Worth DVC
Fund. This is funded by a 10% tax taken on each and every transaction.
Consequently, $WORTH has a permanently increasing price floor. 50% of the tax
goes to the Liquidity Pool and 50% goes to Worth DVC Fund. Every transaction makes
$WORTH more valuable. 

Worth DVC Fund
Worth DVC Fund is the unlimited wealth generation machine for investors who stake
$WORTH on the Worthpad platform. Our main goal is to improve the quality of
millions of lives while simultaneously enabling a new funding source to innovation
worldwide. Worth DVC Fund provides an opportunity to people all walks of life to
safely grow their own capital. Worthpad will do all the heavy lifting for investors.
Investors will enjoy the benefits of a professionally run VC fund by passively investing
in $WORTH. 

Worth IDO Launchpad
Worth IDO Launchpad will distribute the tokens received from IDO projects that are
incubated and accelerated on the Worthpad IDO Launchpad to investors who stake
$WORTH. Worth IDO Launchpad will also collaborate with other launchpad platforms
and invest money in disruptive projects being listed on those platforms. These
tokens will also be distributed to investors who stake $WORTH.

Worth Smart Contract Foundry
Worth Smart Contract Foundry is the heart of the Worthpad ecosystem. It will enable
secure, audited, quick and easy deployment of token launch smart contracts
configured from a drag and drop interface. The code used for developing foundry
smart contracts will be open source, battle tested and audited to ensure no exploits
can be used by malicious actors to steal the investor funds. 

Worthpad Ecosystem



Worth DEX
Worth DEX is a next-generation decentralized exchange being built on the Ethereum
and Binance blockchains. It is designed to deliver all the advantages of a distributed
platform, plus a user-friendly interface and liquidity that’s comparable to centralized
exchanges. Worth DEX is also building a DEX aggregator to give traders the best-
adjusted price, a simple way to buy and sell assets at the best price possible across
all DEX liquidity sources.

Worth Insurance Treasury 
Each project that uses Worth IDO Launchpad to raise capital will have to buy and lock
$WORTH in the Insurance Treasury to protect investors against potential project
failure. Worth Insurance Treasury is the most critical risk management feature of the
Worthpad platform to safeguard $WORTH investors' interests. Our Insurance
treasury has been established to protect investors of projects that fail as a result of
team negligence. 

Fund Raise
We're looking to raise $7,000,000 from Presale and Public Sale of $WORTH tokens.

Worthpad Ecosystem
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Use of Sale Proceeds



Contact
Partnerships: partnerships@worthpad.io

 
Apply for an IDO: apply@worthpad.io

 
 


